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Dear Reader,

Ruschlikon 10 years on!
2018 has been another landmark year for the Ruschlikon initiative. Message volumes have
increased, the number of participants has grown, and new markets and processes continue to evolve.
Through the commitment and dedication of our community we are now addressing new
technologies, links to placing and the settlement of cash, and we close the year with the 2016-10
upgrade implementing a two way query messaging flow which will enhance the processes and
deliver significant business benefits.
In 2019 we look forward to continue to celebrate our ten year success, culminating with our
European General Assembly meeting in Rüschlikon in June. We will also be running the North
American General Assembly meetings in April, and aligning the Autumn SteerCo meeting with the
ACORD conference in Boston.
2019 will continue to provide challenges, but in turn support our growth and expansion model, as
we look at how to utilise new technologies, expand the remit of messaging to deliver further
efficiencies, and continue to expand geographically, with new partners and new locations.
This all happens thanks to a strong, professional, and dedicated community. The team have travelled
many miles, committed and volunteered thousands of hours, all in addition to regular commitments
at work. This is all because the community has a passion to make our industry better, and as strong
as it can be. I thank all of you for your contributions however big or small in making a difference.
I wish you the best at this festive time of year from our community to your family and friends, for a
peaceful, happy, and joyous Christmas & New Year
Simon Squires | Ruschlikon Group Chair

Ruschlikon 2018 KPI - the story so far
This year Ruschlikon are celebrating 10 years of collaboration within the (re)insurance industry.
The Ruschlikon initiative fosters an industry solution to benefit all by increasing speed, quality and
transparency of transactions, enhancing the reputation and attractiveness of stakeholders in the
back office ecosystem.
The initiative continues to grow in both partnerships and global reach with technologies and the
digital evolution playing an increasing role in how we engage and connect to meet the demand of
onboarding new partnerships. Traditional peer-to-peer relationships remain as strong as ever and
in addition their message scope to include inter-company as well as new partnerships. Message
delivery options are on the rise, for instance an alternative method utilising TMEL (The Message
Exchange Limited), a messaging hub that supports the sending and receiving of ACORD standard
data messages between counterparties in the London insurance market, a central hub for single
point of connection rather than multiple connections has proved to be popular.
There is an emerging trend for brokers to deploy portal services to connect to carriers who have not
yet developed the capability to handle ACORD electronic messages. This allows streamlining of the
brokers’ internal processes by allowing them to use the same electronic messaging for all carriers
they deal with.
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Ruschlikon are also engaging with BlockChain initiatives across our industry, sharing knowledge on
best practices and a consistent usage of ACORD Global Data Standards to ensure compatibility where
appropriate while still leveraging the advantages offered by newer technologies.
Operating under a proven
Industry best practice guidance
and working with ACORD to
enhance the standards,
Ruschlikon partners have agreed
to migrate to the ACORD GRLC
2016-10 version for EBOT and
ECOT, which encompasses the
new two way query message and
section referencing for greater
transparency. Over the last
couple of years Ruschlikon have
invested expert resource in
defining requirements added to the 2015-04 and the current 2016-10 standards versions to ensure a
stable and robust framework to underpin the eAccounting transaction flows.
The Ruschlikon messages in the administration space are also now being enhanced into a full
straight through processing model with links to placing messages and also activities to link to the
actual receipt of monies via banking data.
A recent Ruschlikon presentation
reported that optimising claims
handling using the Claim Movement
message realised the follow benefits;
Faster Payment Turn-Around Time
Average TAT: 64% lower
Median TAT: 48% lower
Increased Efficiency
Handling Effort: 40% lower
Fewer Reconciliation Issues
Claim notifications queried: 50%
reduction.
The Claim Movement message adoption is on the rise, optimising resources and facilitating faster
claims payment. ECOT delivers structured data and attachments connected to the message itself
avoiding rekeying and creating a clear audit trail with a global benefit of everyone doing it the same
way. Implementing standards version 2016-10 will also provide the function of two way query
messaging.

Ruschlikon in the news
Insurance Insider:
With thanks to DOCOsoft and Insurance Insider we bring you “The Ruschlikon Revolution” featured
in the Insider IQ magazine (Page 31) https://insuranceinsider.com/file/getfile/63648
Insurance Day:
Ruschlikon and ACORD also featured in the Insurance Day publication Viewpoint on “Taking a
common stand in the face of rapid change” Click here to view the article (Page 6).
https://insuranceday.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/ID1124294/Viewpoint-Taking-a-common-standin-the-face-of-rapid-change
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COMMUNITY NEWS:
Taking the mantel from our predecessors and co-founders of the
Ruschlikon initiative
The October Ruschlikon SteerCo meeting in Munich was a special one. First, it was the last meeting
having Dietmar Meyer and Régis Delayat in the room with us. The two of them were driving forces
in the Ruschlikon initiative over the years and always did this with lots of passion and enthusiasm.
Second, it is always exciting to welcome new SteerCo members in our group as they bring in fresh
perspective and new impulses for the future – welcome Jonathan Beerman, SCOR and Sal
Iannoccone, Munich Re America to the group, both based in America.
Munich was my first SteerCo meeting in my new role within Swiss Re after I relocated to the US. This
is a great opportunity for me to expand my horizons and look for ways to influence the industry in
another region. I have been involved in the Ruschlikon initiative close to 8 years, contributing a
majority of that time as a member of the Business Implementation Group and the last 2 years
representing Swiss Re in the Steering Committee. Over those years my passion for Ruschlikon has
continuously increased as we have proven that we create a positive impact on how we operate in the
(Re-)Insurance industry.
We have achieved a lot in the past years to establish global standards and processes to increase the
level of digitization and automation in (Re-)Insurance Operations. For Swiss Re the Ruschlikon
initiative has become an integral part of our Strategy to become more efficient and effective in how
we operate. We need this to stay competitive in the market, to increase the speed in how we operate
and to shift our focus on more value-adding activities.
Over the past 2 years, and moving into my new role where I have a stronger focus on the Americas
region, I realized that this global framework is a strong foundation but in order to further expand it
in the industry we have to also take the region-specific requirements more into consideration.
Therefore we will have to continue the path to establish more regional implementation groups, like
the newly created group in France, which allow us to get closer to some of the regional players
(Insurers, Brokers and Reinsurers) and look for ways to on-board them on our Ruschlikon journey. I
am sure with this "glocal" approach we can continue the success of the Ruschlikon initiative and I
look forward to making a contribution to increase the presence of the Ruschlikon initiative in the
Americas region, together with the other Ruschlikon SteerCo members based in the US.
Pascal Lehmann | Ruschlikon SteerCo Member

Ruschlikon France
On November 29 around 40 representatives of insurers, brokers, reinsurers and technical providers
involved in Ruschlikon France gathered at the SCOR Paris offices, discussing in a positive and
engaged atmosphere the next steps around implementing ACORD messaging for the administration
of the French reinsurance business. Agreed next steps include



A large screening of the French Market readiness and capabilities to engage into B2B-Ruschlikon
via a questionnaire and related interviews
discussions and workshops with TechProviders as well as insurers, brokers and reinsurers, in
order to explore how to best beef-up existing solutions towards full ACORD messaging, including
the decomposition of premium and claims bordereaux into series of single CM/TA messages

The next meeting of Ruschlikon France is Planned for 19 February – this time at the Swiss Re
facilities in Paris.
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Ruschlikon’s first ePlacing workshop to create true end-to-end vision
On November 6th, 2018 an ad hoc group of reinsurance and broking representatives (Swiss Re,
Munich Re, SCOR, Hannover Re, AON & Guy Carpenter), supported by ACORD came together in
Rüschlikon, Switzerland, to consider ways of enhancing electronic reinsurance placing.
The discussions and agreement to continue
the dialogue in a structured format
represents a major milestone in
standardizing electronic placement using
ACORD standards and the next meeting will
be hosted by Munich Re and take place on
February 5th 2019; the intention is to
mirror the successes of the industry-wide
Ruschlikon Group.
The scope that the group agreed on will be
to cover the reinsurance "submission to
bind" process with a particular focus on
helping to refine the ACORD placing
standard, sharing best practices and actively promoting electronic placing.
Insurance/Reinsurance companies interested to join can contact Ralph Koglin, Swiss Re

JLT Re to Implement Ruschlikon eMessaging with Swiss Re
JLT Re and Swiss Re have been working in partnership over the preceding months in an effort to
commence peer to peer connectivity’s at the earliest opportunity.
During the initial planning, JLT Re’s office in Singapore - having been an early recipient of JLT Re’s
new global accounting system (OpenTwins) giving JLT Re E-accounting capability for the first time was quickly identified as the prime candidate to pilot these activities with Swiss Re who already have
capability across Asia.
Having now completed the necessary set up we expect to be in a position to begin initial stage test
messaging shortly, prior to embarking on a comprehensive peer to peer relationship which we
intend to include both premiums and claims. Following a successful pilot in Asia, London anticipates
to adopt the same approach with Swiss Re immediately OpenTwins is available in the New Year.

Beazley Syndicate set sights on Claim Movement Messaging
Beazley are in early discussions with their Enterprise Architect to establish how they bring in and
utilise the ECOT TA into their current claims centre back office process. More on this as it
progresses.

Ruschlikon UK Implementation Group has a new Chairman
I took on the role of RUKIG chair at the start of July 2018, having been an active member of the Group
for more years than I care to remember. Over the years, I have seen e-Accounting in London, and the
UK Implementation Group, expand from a few people coming together to talk about e-Accounting
opportunities/possibilities to a group of dedicated brokers, insurers and reinsurers pro-actively
driving continuous change and improvement in the world of Accounting and Settlement.
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So, more than 30 years into a career in the Insurance industry, you would have thought that I would
have been completely prepared to Chair the UK Group. However, I have been really surprised by
how the last 5 months have progressed. This is a good thing! We have more and more people coming
to the table and we now usually see 15-20+ people at our monthly meetings. Conversation and
debate is open and really mature. There is real enthusiasm and great sense of community and people
helping each other out.
We have streamlined the Terms of Reference for the
Group and, as well as monthly updates from participants
and market bodies, we are tackling at least one key
discussion topic each month.
So far we have carried out a demo of the new ACORD
test harness, reviewed plans and timelines to deliver the
2016.10 ACORD message upgrade, debated potential
Brexit scenarios and impacts, e-Accounting slip clauses
and most recently how we develop understanding and
implementation of Claim Movement messages.
I was asked to “share my experience” which I have done
– great link to the photo of me standing outside the
Olympic Stadium in London – and I continue to learn
new things all the time.
2018 has been a whirlwind of a year in many aspects.
My first 6 months service as RUKIG Chair is nearly up
already. I have great support from the London
community; whilst perhaps not an Olympic team, it does
feel like a real team striving to do better.
With more players and more implementations I can only see this Group going from strength to
strength……

THE TECHNICAL STUFF:
Managing the change in contract referencing approach in 2016-10
EBOT/ECOT
In 2016-10 a new “contract section reference” has been added to the messages for all parties
(previously there was just the “contract reference”, but from 2016-10 there will be “contract
reference” AND “contract section reference”).
Partners should take additional care when moving to 2016-10 to ensure that messages received
containing the new references will still match to receivers’ existing internal records. The key factor is
the “contract reference”, which some receivers use for matching messages to their contract records.
Such receivers should discuss with each sender as they plan the move to 2016-10 whether that
sender will be changing the value they map to the “sender contract reference”, and if so they should
obtain from that sender a listing of all existing contracts with the old reference and new reference
shown. The receiver should then use this to ensure that 2016-10 messages received with the new
references can still be matched to existing internal contract records.
Note that the “receiver contract reference” provided in messages by the sender will not change when
messages move to 2016-10, and so receivers relying on this for matching will be able to continue to
do so without any special provisions.
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It is recommended that this aspect of the migration to 2016-10 is subject to bi-lateral testing
between implementation partners ahead of moving to live usage.

Update on 2016-10 implementation plans
The Community is preparing the move to this latest ACORD version. Guy Carpenter, Hannover Re,
SCOR, Swiss Re and Willis Towers Watson are already utlizing the extended testing function with the
ACORD Test Harness, aiming to reduce bilateral testing efforts with business partners later on. Key
suppliers are already certified or in the process to do so.
The Two Way Query Function and the new Contract Section Referencing are two prominent key
features of the 2016-10 version – not only awareness but profound understanding are vital in order
to realize the associated benefits such as higher automation rates. While a demo on Two Way Query
is currently being prepared by the Ruschlikon UK Implementation Group – intention is to share it
globally.
Utilising the ACORD Test Harness when planning to upgrade to new versions is a real time tool
which provides a live application to test message implementation to ensure it passes schema and
business rules required by the ACORD Standards and the Ruschlikon Best Practice Guide.

Closing Remarks
We hope you have enjoyed reading, please do not hesitate to come back to us with thoughts,
feedback and ideas helping to shape the next edition. We’ve updated our LinkedIn page – make sure
you are subscribed to the new page. You can also follow our newly created twitter feed and for any
further information and supporting documentation please visit www.ruschlikon.com.
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